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Body By Science: A Research Based
Program For Strength Training, Body
Building, And Complete Fitness In 12
Minutes A Week

Building muscle has never been faster or easier than with this revolutionary once-a-week training
program In Body By Science, bodybuilding powerhouse John Little teams up with fitness medicine
expert Dr. Doug McGuff to present a scientifically proven formula for maximizing muscle
development in just 12 minutes a week. Backed by rigorous research, the authors prescribe a
weekly high-intensity program for increasing strength, revving metabolism, and building muscle for a
total fitness experience.
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I have been lifting weights for about 2 years on a multiple times per week basis. I have a home gym
with both a Vectra machine and bench and free weights. I am a victim of Dr. Kenneth Cooper's
aerobic revolution of the 70's and 80's, now with bad knees and bad ankles and chronic tendinitis
and 2 herniated disks and spinal arthritis, which is what brought me to weight training in the first
place. Over the years I have tried my own program, and I have purchased several programs from
the "Guru's" and I pretty much always wound up either injured or I would make progress for a while
and then it would seem I would start going backward. My most recent program was the New Rules
of Lifting program which I have found to be a very good program. I've done that for a year and have
made progress and remained injury free. That program is basically a two or three times per week
program and I noticed that I needed the rest between sessions to keep improving. Sometimes I
would go down to one session per 5 or 6 days and I found when I lifted next it was easier to make

an advance. That couple extra days allowed a more complete recuperation. The exercises in the
new rules program are basically the big 5 that is described in the Body by Science program, so over
the course of the year I have developed good form with each exercise and a good knowledge of
how my body feels during the lift and post lifting.When I read this program it seemed to fit well with
what I had been doing. I was of course skeptical of the 12 minute claim as the New Rules program
is a timed set of reps across the exercises of about 45 minutes per session. In the New Rules
program if you were anal about the timed aspect you would be forced into an anaerobic state of
metabolism which I think is desirable in a workout.

I purchased this book several years ago and used this method for over a year with excellent results.
Having come back and read the reviews of the book, I would like to clarify several
misconceptions:This Exercise program is designed for two types of people: 1. People already
involved in a very active lifestyle, and 2. People who are not capable or interested in spending a
large amount of time in the gym.For people in the Group 1, the authors insist that fitness is best
achieved using the S.A.I.D principle; that is, Specific Adaption to Imposed Demands. They teach
that fitness for any sport is best achieved by direct participation in that sport or performing sport
specific drills. Their weight program is designed to supplement the sport program and is intended to
maintain or increase strength while participating in the program. One is able to focus most of their
time on the sport specific training without sacrificing a lot of time in the weight room, since a minimal
amount of time is actually required to maintain or increase strength. Dr. McGuff uses specific
examples of his BMX training as well as examples from other sports to illustrate how the program is
meant to be used to augment sports training.Long distance runners who want or need a higher level
of cardiovascular training are not discouraged to "supplement" their strength training with long
distance running or sprints. In fact, it is the other way around; those people who need or desire a
high level of cardiovascular fitness do not need to sacrifice a lot of training time in also developing or
maintaining a significant level of strength.

OK, this book has some things going for it that help set it apart from other exercise books out there.
There are some decent footnotes and the main points all have some scientific backing behind them.
It also gets bonus points for pointing out that super levels of fitness, low body fat, and big muscles
do not actually equal high levels of health, longevity, and well-being. There is also truth to the
author's assertion that there is a quality of life issue involved in the time spent working out when you
could be doing other things.There are a lot of other good points, too, but they are all pretty general

and common sense. For example, "The Big Five" (or "Big Three") has been exercise 101 for over a
century because of one simple reason: there are really only 5 natural movements that the human
body can reasonably perform with weights: Overhead pressing, pulling/pushing down with the lats,
pushing out from the chest, pulling into the chest, and standing up to extend the legs. It's also been
long understood that the three pillars of weight training are training, diet, and rest: if you're struggling
to make gains, you should look at all three instead of just training harder, which can be potentially
counterproductive. Again, this should be common sense, but it must be said nonetheless.However,
for a book that's supposed to be so predicated on "science," the science that's presented is often
poorly understood or perhaps even deliberately confused to support the author's own selling points
and shortcomings of their training system.Example #1: There is no scientific evidence supporting
"Max Contraction," just John Little's marketing. None.
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